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Attached is the
irteenth issue of the "Sov
Alert" produced by our Office of Research.
In January

F

t Pr

uary the Soviets:

o

Denounced the u.s. for making START, INF, and MBFR
pr
als that would unilaterally disarm the Sov
Union and its allies while ignoring Warsaw Pact
pr
als which were fair and provided equal security
for both sides.

o

Focussed on evaluations of the
Administration
at
d-term. Reaganomics was pronounced a
lure
the President was accused of causing the worst
recession in u.s. post-War history. u.s. economic
problems were attributed to the arms buildup.

o

s that the U.S. encourages Israel
ressive actions and does not want peace in
the Mi
e East. In South Asia, the U.S. was
th attempting to draw
tan into its
sche~es and
th continu
its "secret war"
istan. Pr
on u.s. acti
eat
r
t
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SUMMARY
(Further details
items on
s sheet
can be
on the referenced pages}
Major Soviet
nda themes related to the
January and February stressed:

u.s.

in

Soviet
was
from
The U.S. was denounced for making
START, INF, and MEFR
s that would unilaterally disarm the Soviet Union and its allies while
ng Warsaw Pact proposals which were fair and
ded
securi
for both sides.

See p. 1

Soviet commentators
sed on
's
nistration
cs was pronounced a failure
was accused of causing the worst
recession in u.s. post-War his
u.s. economic
ems were attributed to the arms buildup.

See p. 7

t
ed
U.S. encourages Israel in its
ressive actions and does not want peace in the
In South Asia, the u.s. was
to draw Pakistan into its imperialist
and
th continuing its "secret war"
istan.
U.S. acti ties
the
renewed
liurn

See p. 8

ba c themes of Soviet propaganda were
in January
and February from
of th~ late Brezhnev period, al
nalysts believe that the tone has become more assertive.
have taken
ace in the So~tet
however:
o Boris Stukalin,
chairman
the USSP State Committee
for Publishing Houses, Printing Plants, ann the Book Trade,
aced
~ia~eJ 'nikov as chief of tre CPSU Central
Committee
nda
rtment.
f r
ch f
CPSU Cent 1
ittee
rtment of international Information, Valentin Falin,
moved t
the government newsnaper Izvestiia as a "
itical
observer."

o According to unconfirmed reports in German, British
newspapers, the
1 Information
ment will be closed down. Other rumors ind
chief of the
rtment, Leonid Zamiatin,
A
ia as ambassador--a major demot

and
rtthe
to

It is too
to j
whether or not
shifts and
rumored
a
ing of the guard in the
propagand apparatus fol
ng Andropov s elevation to CPSU
General Secretary or a reorganization which
s in the method and substance of Soviet
SOVIET
et
ndists used their standard
in their January and February commenta es.
0

FEBRUARY
re

themes

ed the 11
y constant preparations
war on the
the u.s. and NATO, while contrasting this
th the
~e. "peace-lovi
"
icy of the USSR and it allies.
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-2was to
Western

e approving
from statements by well-known
itical figures who oppose current NATO policy.

o Suggesten that the u.s. had failed on almost every front
--milita , economic, di
tic--in its alleged
ial~
ist con
racies.
o Answeren u.s. charges of Soviet
ing by "exposing"
all
U.S. hypocrisy and countercharging that the U.S.
was att
ing to divert attention from its own act

soverei
crusade.

the Soviet Union and the socialist communi
as
and
ector of Third World countries which are
under pressure from the u.s. to surrender their
y
jo ning the u.s. in its anti
st

At the same time, Soviet
ists were careful not to
minimize the "threat" constituted by the u.s. and its_ allies,
and warned that the West was extreme! dangerous despite its
s
weaknesses, divisions, and
ilures.
ARMS
Security themes continued to dominate Soviet propaganda in January and February. Al
preparations by the U.S. and its
allies for war--both nuclear and conventional--the putative
readiness of the u.s. to launch a first strike, constant
efforts hy the u.s. to establish bases and "bridgeheads" in
various regions of the world, and att
s by the u.s. to draw
other countries into its all
ly imperialist schemes constituted the core of Sov t
nda in recent months. A typical
waR a Valentin Fal n article in Izvestiia at the
end of Janua
, in which he blamed the u.s.
tensions:
Their source lies
f a group
to

the unconstructive actions, hostile to
t
the
ach eve
n the
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According to Soviet
ists, the
icy
the
Union and its socialist allies could not be more dif
A
mid-February Pravda article
Soviet Defense
nistei Dmitrii
Usti
a
, progressive deve
of
In our time--a time of st
es, setting the whole world
mankind--the socialist
evements and creating
an
e of
the working
rson
and st
ng
more than ever the main
is the master of li
world. In pursui
a policy
buttress of
imperialist
icy of
peace,
ution and at
s
aggression and the
the r will on
reactionary forces to i
ng

Socialism and peace are indivisible
s.
It is only
ih order to live in conditions of peace and create a new
soci
that
alist countries have armies and mai
n
their combat
and combat readiness at such a level as
to reli
res
the strong, t
cally well
ipped
and trained armies of the imperialist powe.rs.
Soviet commentators were sometimes carried away
their enthusiasm. Vitalii Korionov, writing in Pravda on January
declared that the socialist community's "peace-loving
is
the vast
ori
of mankind," and
on
sed that And
's INF reduction
nc
e of the most rigorous equali
cal exactitude."
If appeals to
the We t from
e

8-0
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Arms Control Talks
Soviet commentary on the START, INF, and MBFR talks
i
essentially u
from previous periods. The Sov ets portra
their proposals as heing balanced, fair, and resulting
in equal securi
both sides.
contrast, the West-mai
the u.s.--was all
ly seeking to disarm the Soviet
Union or at least attain military superi
ty in order to be in
a position to dictate terms to the Soviet Union and its
socialist allies.
INF
oyment remained the most f
a in January and February.

p

s
ect of
et
et commentators:

o Described the
oyment as unnecessary because there was
no Soviet threat.
o

that "Washington-inspired" rumors
at
the Geneva talks were false because the u.s. had not budged
from its "notorious" zero
ion.

~ha

o Called the u.s. zero option "nothing more than a desire to
one-sidedly disarm the USSR."
o Claimed that the U.S. had
a massive disinformation
campaign to convince Europeans and Americans that INF
oyment is necessary.
o Pl
up Western antinuclear, antiwar, anti-INF demonstrations as evidence of massive and growing opposition to
and U.S.
icies.
that French and British ntermediate-range
and re ected u.s. claims that these

2007/12/18:

-5a ruse to
e al
European
ic which found
fair.

...,,.·ru-.,...,~::.

s of the West
Is reasonable and

START
Pravda article
res
et
that the u.s. was not
ing
to el
nate the st
exists, that the u.s. was
superiority,
and that the u.s. was
in its
rative counts
and
and warheads.
et
ists
ued that the u.s. was totally responsible for the stalemate at the START talks and rei
that
, and
security are the only basis for an
ing that the u.s. was a
ing to undermine

~1BFR

Similar a
in
et discussions
r1BFR. Sov
sts cha
that the West was
interested
ity, that t aimed at acquiring unilateral
ling NATO's
that the Warsaw Pact
enj
ty in t
, arms, and materiel in Central
Eu
"irrevelant" and "unsubstantiated," an early January
TASS commentary rejected Western
s
ng that
red rather than cont
to progress.
The recent
than 900,000
wh ch had al
1

t

to 1
to no more
as a
for the talks
down for ten years with "fruitWestern powers," of comparati
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-6between West Europe
cla med that a clear split has devel
proposals and
and the u.s. over how to
to the
that
had received
approval in
Chemical Warfare

CW

Soviet
ists continued to charge that the u.s. was
preparing for chemical warfare and that it had used CW weapons
during the Vietnam war. According to these commentators, the
u.s. is att
ing to distract attention from its own "crimes"
charging the Soviet Union and its Asian allies with use of
cw weapons in A
istan, Laos, and Kampuchea. A mid-February
Moscow tel
sion program cha
that the U.S. is even now
using chemical weapons against Cuba and in El Salvador. Radio
Moscow~s world service in mid-January accused the u.s. of toroing talks on banning chem
1 weapons and of blocking discussions at the UN Disarmament Committee in Geneva.

Soviet
ists again accused the U.S. of preparing for
space warfare and called the space shuttle
of the alleged
u.s. program of "militarization of space." According to an
article
a Soviet writer in the Bulgar
newspaper
Zemedelsko zname in mid-January, the U.S. "attaches the same
is as to MX missiles, Trident submarines, and
The fact that the last Columbia flight carried
two civilian communications satellites deceived no one, he
maintained.
Freeze Movement
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Vice President Rush's February trip to
a
f
lure. Radio Moscow's world se
ce billed
ganda tr
to sell the zero
ion and
posals." President
's message to the
was denounced
Pravda as "a g
ic
Sov e
on whi e
ing the U.S. course in a
1
" Mr. Bush' s visit to Rome was described by
Moscow's domestic service as a welcome relief from the "obvious
failure" and "cold
ion" he had
ved everywhere else
in Hestern
Plans for Nuclear War
on the DOD and NSC directive, Fiscal 1984-88:
Guidance, was cited by TASS on January
as
ly
revea ng
u.s. is making "horrendous plans for
unleashing and conducting protracted nuclear war against the
Soviet Union." u.s. stra
was described as setting out
plans for escalating a confl
to nuclear war and deli
ng a
first strike, in particular by intermed
missiles in
Western Europe.
CENTCOM
Soviet p
continued to attack the
ion
as evidence of "imperialism's striving for world
"
sarcastic article in Izvestiia by Melor Sturua described the
command as a gift to
more cutting than
ical
pl
schi
ics and criminals" who
blades and needles in Christmas gifts. A Pravda article on
Ja
11
that the
et Union "
close its eyes
red
CENTCOM lies at the
direct
the south
such
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o Izvestiia: "
n' s fore
icy is one of r id,
uncompromising confrontation with the USSR and
entire
socialist communi
is on its last
Not a single
that the u.s. is
ing an

.

o Rad
Moscow:
"The
nistration has not shown a
sane
on either the domestic or
scenes.
[Its]
is a fiasco result ag in
twelve
11 on
o TASS:
]
resignations and ma
reshuffles is evidence
serious crisis in the
Admi stration and disarray in the
echelon whi
faced with ever new f
of domestic and
ign
The Soviet attributed many U.S. domestic
to the arms
race. According to a TASS commentary on
5, the Adm
istration's
sis on a military bui
"brought the
country into the quagmire of
since
the 30's." A Radio Moscow broadcast on January 5 claimed that
"financial backing for Washington's five-year program of
rearmi
might ruin the country."
According to Soviet commentators, ''
cs" has brought a
recession unparalleled in post-War U.S. hi
Stanislav
Kendra
, in a TASS item, cha
that the
in the
u.s. were "guinea
of
and TASS
Aleksander Li
asserted that
had become a synonym
for the "total
and
itical course of the
u.s. Administration which
immeasurable suffering and
privations to millions of
The result of President
's al
to cause the
ic to turn against
were fond f cit ng
ling result
Pre
ent' popul

failed
et
showed a

8:
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o 'J'he u.s. continues to encourage Israel and give
support.
o The all
11 in u.s.-Israeli relations is a t
ck to
distract Arab attent
from the collus
between the two.
o The Lebanese-Israeli talks are
ng because
wants Israeli troops out while Israel wants a "capitulatory
reement modelled on
d." The U.S. is
in~
Lebanon tp give in to Israeli demands.
o Washington wants to turn Lebanon into a bridgehead for the
d Deployment Force.

et commentary on A

nistan also remained unchanged.

o The U.s.' was called the main organizer of the war against
Afghanistan. The U.S. Embassy in Kabul is a center for
training saboteurs, and U.S. diplomats gu
and supply the
counter-revolutionaries.
o The rebels were denounced as mercenaries, hired and trained
by the CIA, who destroy mosques, kill patriotically-minded
mullahs, murder women and children, blow up hospitals,
under, and sabotage. They are not defenders of Islam.

o The
the

e, and more

ly receives wide support from
are
ng home.

o Soviet troops will not be wi
rawn until fore
interference ends and reliable internat
guarantees are made
that it will not resume.
Other
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-10shared responsibili
with Tel Aviv and Zionism for
ters' crimes at Sabra and Shatila ..• ".
Israel was accused of
ex
recent
rian
Israeli pilots were said to be
ia {Izvestiia, February 14).

lat-

usi
as preir
ssiles.
icing mock strikes against

The USSR was
friend of the Arab
Its
ies
coincide
ly with those set
forth in the neclaration of Arab countries at Fez last year
(Sel'skaia zhizn, January 22).
ian foreign poli
is said to be more balanced under
~~~~-. but Egyptian leaders are faulted for wanting to mainwith the U.S. and Israel within
tain their special relati
David framework (Radio Moscow Arabic, January 26}.
the
Other Countr

s

The i
alist powers al
ly view Pakistan as a
nor
partner" and seek to enmesh it in
li
political commitments and turn it into a tool for their plans in Asia.
According to Soviet propagandists, Pakistan has been
ring
military offensive hardware, has become a destabilizing factor
in the region, and has given the u.s. rights to establish air
and naval bases in the country (TASS, January 3).
Soviet
ists of building up its
n was accused
violation of its constitut
Japan's
ry st
buildup
far
its de
ive needs. The
6's near Soviet terri
poses a threat
ba ing of u.s.
which cannot be dis
rded. The u.s. is stationing nuclear
terri
A new military bloc,
formed.
's nei
feel
r exper
World War II.
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